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Amy, today's lesson was a remarkable improvement from my last evaluation. You are a
much more confident, poised, and most importantly prepared teacher to carry out an
excellent workstations lessonr. You undertook an ambitious plan to teach your ELA
lesson on Hibernation and creating a wormfarmthrough the workstations method.
Each station was well planned, several were self'-sufficient stations, and two stations
required an animatot to facili,tate maximum benefits from the actlity.Inviting two sixth
grade students to assist you with these two stations was all that was required to free you
to be a proactive monitor for each of the stations. Bravo, for a very successful lesson.

Highlights of my obseryations:
. Very well prepared lesson plan;

'

Well-prepared and interesting workstation activities. In particular your woffn
farm was the highligl'rt of the activity for all the students;
' Good quick review of hibernation practices by the various animals you had
previously taught;
' Very good questioning practices. Students respected the class rule of raising their
hand to respond;
' Each station was ready prior to the student enlqr. Each studenthad a pre-prepared
activity folder to bring to two stations. Excellent preparation to ensure that the
activity would be successful;
. Clear explanation of the expectations at each of the stations;
. Good group formations;
. Good transition from desks to work stations;
' Your students began the activity well. They worked collaboratively at their work
stations, and the two student facilitators had been well coached by you;
' You monitored the activity very well. You made an effort to observe the work by
the students at each sitation, and provided assistance when required. More
assistance was required at the word/picture matching activity at the board than
the other stations;
' You are a wafin and caring teacher. You have deveroped a very positive
relationship with your students;
. Your classroom management practices were
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